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WC show that the particle triplet of the O(3) o-model can be obtained from the SU(2) bound state model by letting the 
(quark) mass of the fundamental particle approach infinity. 

By now one has a rather rich supply of two-dimensional field theories with an infinite number of conservation 
laws. The massive Thirring model [I], the O(n) nonlinear u-model [2], the Gross-Neveu model [3], and their 
supersymmetric generalizations [4] have been studied by various authors, and there can be no serious doubt that 
in due time one will obtain all the generalized form factors and, hence, the correlation functions [5 j. For the Gross- 
Neveu model in which the Lagrangians contain O(n) fields (n > 2) there are more fundamental objects [6] which 
transform with respect to the universal (two-fold) covering spin (n)-group. In this case a lagrangian formulation of 
the internal spin (n) particles as fundamental fields has not yet been constructed, however the form of the factorizing 
kink S-matrix was recently suggested [6]. This state of affairs leads to the question whether certain models without 
such particles in the covering representation, for example the O(n) u-model studied by Zamolodchikov, can be inter- 
preted as a “confinement” of these particles. A suggestion in favour for such an interpretation comes from a recent 
paper of Ltischer [7,8t who showed that the CPn-’ u-models, i.e. the o-models for the adjoint representation of 
Xl(n), have a lagrangian formulation in terms of a gauge theory. The long-range nature of the (composite) gauge 
field leads to o-vacua and confinement of the fundamental SU(n) field, so that only the adjoint representation 
particles survive. The O(3) u-model is a special case in this class of models. We demonstrate in the following that all 
factorizing U(2) S-matrices with a meson bound state yield the O(3) u-model S-matrix as the quark mass becomes 
infinitely heavy. In this limit the adjoint representation decouples completely other states. 

There are several classes of U(2) S-matrices. The simplest one is the class II [9] using the language of Berg, 
Karowski, Weisz, and Kurak. The S-matrix in that class has the form (we take Bose-statistics) 

s14qw2)P= I~~~l~~~~2~~i~~l~~12~ + IP(el)ol(e2))inu2(e12), 

st4eI)P(e2))in= icu(el)Ti(e2))infl(e12) + hap C tr(el)r(e2))inf2(e12), 
Y 

0i = rapidity. The t? and ul are related to 11 as follows: 

f2@) = & tlw) Ul(d = tl(l-d> “2(~)=-~f1(1-G9 3 

(la) 

(lb) 

(24 

t;““(q) = [l-(1/2 + (P/2) r(l -(P/2)ll[r(m -(P/2) l-(1 + (Pm1 . (2b) 

Here we traded the rapidity for the more convenient cp = e/in. 

’ Supported by DFG contract AZ 160/5. 
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The tl which defines our model is not the minimal one, but rather has a pole at say p = (Y, 0 < cu < 1 

tl(q) = t?‘“(q) [sin 7rq t sin no]/ [sin 7rq - sin rro] . (3) 

This pole appears in the triplet tI as well as in the singlet tI + 2t2 amplitude. 
Following the derivation of the breather-breather scattering in the massive Thirring model [lo], we write (SUP- 

pressing the rapidity arguments which are assumed to have the canonical ordering fI 1 > 02 > 03 > 0,) 
- - - - 

SloPI@ = S,3S,3S,,S,,S,,S,,lapy6). (4) 

The two-particle S-matrix for scattering of bound states (“rri and q-mesons”) is [ 111 

S(o) = (Py2+P?Jr) (P~~+P~~/r)S23S13S24S14(P;I2+rP~~)(P~~+rP~~) , (5) 

where P$ and PiI are the projectors on the singlet and triplet states, respectively, of momenta pi and pk. The num- 
ber r is given by the ratio of the residue of the singlet and triplet amplitudes 

r= i(-tl+2t2)/t,]1/21ip=ol= [(l+cu)/(l-(~)]l/~. Pa) 

The rapidities of the constituent are determined by 0 I - e2 = 03 - 614 = ino and 0 1 t e2 - e3 - e4 = e (e 1 t e2, 
e3 + e4 real). 

From this expression one may now compute 

(n%r$SI.Gr~), (~7771LS17M), (~~lSl7+rr~~) (6) 

with 

irA=; ]io(Q%e,))- ]8(+(e2))]r& 117) = f [ia(e1y5(e2)) t ki(e,)a(e,))i . (7) 

The last amplitude contains a factor r-2. Since r approaches infinity for a! + 1, the triplet-triplet scattering decouples 
from the singlet states, i.e. the former sub-S-matrix becomes unitary. Note that cr -+ 1 means that mq,,k/mm,,,, 
+ go, a limit in which the U(2)-S-matrix looses its wave packet, i.e. Hilbert-space interpretation, however the new 
triplet-triplet S-matrix retains it. We obtain 

4M+]SMr0= fl~lz41tl tr(rirk)tr(rjrl) t rlu2u2tl tr(rjrk) tr(rGl) t t2u1uIf2 tr(rj+)tr(rV) 

+ t2u1u1 cl tr (r17jrirk) + t1u2ultI tr (r%GJ7j) + tl~1~2f1 tr (+rj&l) 

+ t2u2u2tl tr (rkrlrirj) t f1~1ult2 tr (7Vrjr~) t t2u2u1f 2 tr(7kMd) 

+ c2u1u2t2 tr (7-~&V) t tlu2u2t2 tr (&Nj) t 2t2u2u2t2 tr (rk#ri) 

The arguments are from the left to the right: cp - 1, cp, cp, p + 1. For the coefficient Of 6jk6jl we obtain (using eq. (2)) 

tl(~-l)tl(l-cp)fl(l-cp)~l(~tl)~ 2-1-1-1_1_-&~ r 
2-P cp 2-cpq2 lp3 1 2-~3 ’ (9) 

With [9] 

tl(f-cp)tl(V-l)= 1, tl(l-‘P)tl(l+cp)=(p2/(~2-1), 

we obtain the Zamolodchikov’s [2] coefficient 

a2=- p q-1 
2-(pyz’ 

Similarly the coefficient Of 6jk6, turns out to be 

(10) 

(11) 
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tr(p- l)t,(l-cp)tr(l-cp)t,(~+l); 2 t-l--3+ 
11121 -----_----- 

q2 2-q q 2-cpq2 q3 2-cpq3 1 (12) 

= -W(P) 9 > (13) 

which checks with the known result [2]. The coefficient of Sii6,, is related to eq. (13) by crossing symmetry. 

This S-matrix approach does not shine any light on the possible lagrangian field theory of our non-confining 
(Y < 1 model from which we started our discussion. It is believed that the (Y -+ 1 limit of the unknown model is 
the confining CP1 -model studied by Ltischer. This model is a special case of the @n-1 model which is formally 
equivalent to the “idempotent” u-model studied in its classical version by Eichenherr [ 121. It has been recently 
demonstrated by Berg and Weisz [13] that the only factorizing type of adjoint Xl(n) representation u-model re- 
duces to the 0(n2 - 1) u-model. In a subsequent paper we will return to the confinement mechanism for Xl(n) 
n > 3. Since Lagrangian’s CP”-l model at least on a superficial level seems to be different from the 0 (n2 -- 1) 
model, one may indulge in the interesting speculation that the former model, which has infinitely many conserva- 
tion laws, is the first example of a non-factorizing dynamical system. 

We are very thankful to Bernd Berg and Peter Weisz for many illuminating discussions. We are also indebted to 
Klaus Rothe. 
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